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ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss architecture for network aware adaptive
systems for next generation networks. We present in the context
of a novel cognizant video transcoding system, which is capable
of negotiating local network state based rate and let the video
propagate over extreme network with highly asymmetric link and
node capacities utilizing knowledge about the network, content
protocol and the content itself.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Adaptation is a fundamental phenomenon is natural systems. It
seems that engineering of any large and complex system
intrinsically requires inbuilt  ability of its components to adapt.
Internet has already grown into a meganet with global reach. Now
with the emerging need of advanced applications it is poised to
evolve into a complex system of systems. With its expansion the
asymmetry of the Internet is also increasing. Historically the
initial Internet architecture has been conceived to cope with the
heterogeneity of network standards [l].  No sooner we thought the
problem has been caged, it now appears a second era is evolving.
It seems next generation of Internet will have to deal with more
intrinsic (and perhaps harder to overcome) heterogeneity- the
asymmetry of hard network resource such as bandwidth, or
switching capacity [2]. This asymmetry can evolve from the
fundamental physical limitations at the fringe of the extreme
technology such as the power crunch in an intergalactic network
element, or from something as close and insurmountable as socio-
economical disparity- the digital divide.

In this research, we investigate a concept application that
concentrates on creative adaptation. There are quite a few works
tending adaptive systems-particularly in the areas of scalable
video communication, web caching, and very recently in mobile
information systems. We present an MPEG-2 rate transcoding
mechanism, which addresses the issue of adaptation from two
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levels. It adapts with respect to two critical network resources-
bandwidth and the processing resource at the junction nodes.
While the link bandwidth adaptation has been addressed up to
some extent in few of the recent research little attention has been
paid to the node capacity adaptation. The transcoder senses local
asymmetry in link capacities at various junction points of a
network. Based, on that it accordingly adapts the video stream
rate. In the second level, the transcoder also senses the local
computation power to execute its rate adaptation task. And thus,
based on the network computational power it demonstrates self-
organization behavior. In each of these adaptive behaviors it
employs a number of techniques. For rate adaptation in the first
stage it uses full re-quantization based transcoding. For extreme
rate scalability it further employs a focal object based region
discriminating encoding. To adjust with the processing power
problem, it first can shift back to a low computation mode of
transcoding using motion vector computation bypass. However,
when a single node becomes insufficient it dynamically migrates
computations to neighboring nodes in search of increased
processing power. While we are building the prototype of this
concept system, in the process we are identifying the
requirements, for a next generation network architecture for
adaptive systems. The implemented prototype is called Self
Organizing Network Embedded Trunscoder (SONET).  This paper
provides an architectural overview of this concept system.

2. PERVASIVE VIDEO STREAMING
2 . 1 Asymmetry in Bandwidth
The bandwidth disparity between various segments of the network
is increasingly dramatically. The advent of non-traditional devices
already demonstrates the limits of current networked applications
[2]. Technology is needed so that pervasive applications can be
designed which will operate irrespective of the diversity and
should not stop operating when encountered with network with
10-100 t imes lower bandwidth.  Unfortunately,  for  most
demanding applications such rate adaptation cannot be
conveniently performed with the current network level operation.
When congestion arises, generally routers drop packets. However,
current routers do not consider the applications view and treats
them as unrelated items. Because of complex inter packet data
dependency dropping only 20-25%  of the UDP packets can render
an entire stream useless [3,4,5,6],  though a network accounting
can falsely continue to show high throughput. Effective rate
adaptation requires reduction of the content, which inherently
requires content awareness. Unfortunately, currently content
awareness is only available at the network end-points. There are
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Fig-l Video  mulim~t m a large network with heteragencous  links
and clienic.  Labels show the capacity and tlow.  Network
embedded  rate adaptation (NAP) minimizes the net ,ink*traffic
product and maximally satisfies  client requirements. This problem
has no opdmal  solution in end-to-end rate  adaptation paradigm.

only three strategies possible from the end-pints- none of which
is satisfactory. Sending only the high-speed stream cuts off the
low speed clients. Sending the lowest speed  stream penalizes
others by forcing the  lowest quality to a,,. Sending multiple
streams, burdens the network. Fig-l illustrates  the non-oplimality
for the heterogeneous clienrele  scenario. b seems effective rate
adapta t ion  requi res  the  techtique  to come from deep content
awareness, hut the resulting action to  be committed in close
proximity of the impairment--  bo th  i n  t he  senses  of time and
space .  Consequent ly  we chwse  a  network embedded video
wanscaling.  A network embedded transccder  can ease this
problem and provide optimality  at the level  of individual links.

2.2 Asymmetry in Computational Power

It  seem  that in near future with  the rapid advancement of the
“IS, technology some  nodes  may be able to garner enough
processing power  for real-time  high fidelity video tramcoding.

lilwe  network the ‘act of the matter  is that

there will be always inequality of processing capability, as there
will remain the asymmetry in bandwidths. Consequently, it is also
important to develop applications capable of self-organization.
Transccding  i s  inheren t ly  computa t ion  in tens ive .  Logica l ly
transccding  operation included both decoding and encoding. A
number of  techniques have been invest igated for  accelerated
transcoding  by us and other researchers. such  as fast DCT domain
transcding,  parameter bussing [.X6,7,8].  A video transcoding is a
three way-trade-off between the quality-loss. rate reduction, and
the computation involved. The proposed system should be built
with as little possible expectation about the computational power
of the underlying network elements. It  should be flexible enough
lo choose the right operating state in this trade-off based on the
network processing resources  available at the junction points.

2.3 Dynamic Adaptation, Self-Organization and
Seamlessness:

The probability of dynamic change in the environment increases
wi th  the  s ize  of  the  system  and  the  dura t ion  of  the  sess ion
lifetime. Therefore, in a large and complex system the
operational modules have to be built in such a way that it can
respond to  dynamic changes. This  calls  for at-least two  important
issues. First of a,, network layer services are  required which will
can extract network local  states. Also it is important to note that
these services must be made available to the adaptive elements
not only to the parent layer to the application. Adaptive elements
should be built in a way that while underlying dynamics changes
the adaptation and reorganization is minimally disruptive to the
service abstraction it itself provides. For example, if the
process ing power  a t  the  node changes  the  migra t ion  of  the
computation should ctcur with minimum disruption of the video
camage.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Recently we are building a transccding  system to gain increased
understanding about adaptive complex network systems and in
par t icular  ident i fy  the  requirements  of  the  next  generat ion
network infrastructure, if it were to support resource adaptation.
We have further carefully selected a subset  of features to  be
incorporated into this experimental system to understand the
principles of complex networked system’s adaptation. For the rate
adaptation we study the impact and mechanics of the infusion of
content-awareness  a t  two  grades-awareness  about  the  content
protocol and awareness about the content itself. For the compute
power  adapta t ion  we  s tudy-  the impact and mechanics of
modular  self-organizat ion and computat ion diffusion.  The
system‘s adaptive ability is built into two architectural layers.
Below we first provide a close functional description of the
transccder,  and then we discuss the systems engineering.

3 . 1 Active Networking

The scope of the research and the proposed concept system is
such that many of the required supports arc not available  in the
current network infrastructure. Consequently, we have selected
conceptual framework of active network [6,8]  as the base system,
which  a t  the  moment  promises  ab i l i ty  to  embed programmed
capsules into network. Our implementation is based on a user
space realization of it [IO].
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Fig-3 (a) rate transcoded output with
uniform perceptual encoding using
conventional TM-5 auantiration.

Fig-3 (b) rate transcoded output with object
analysis based perceptual encoding. More bits
are given at the moving areas.

REGION BASED  ENCODINO

Fig-4 (a) corresponding macroblock  wise
SNR  distribution trace after encoding.

Fig-4(b) Increased SNR in the area
where perceptual significance is higher.

3.2 Transcoder Architecture
Logically a transccder  is a cascaded decoder and encoder.
However, the re-encoder  can be made d i f ferent  f rom conventionat
encod ing .  F ig -2  shows the  transccder.

3.21 Rare  Adqmion
The transcader  activates  several  techniques  for rate reduction
based on  the extent  of  rate  reduc t ion  requ i red .  To  cope w i th  the
dynamic  var ia t ion o f  the lranspon  bandwid th ,  the  final  “n i t  uses  a
dynamic piece-wise con~t”nf bit  role  (pCBR) rate control
mechanism. Like TM-5 191,  it is a feedback contrat  system,
however, it adj”sts  the quatization  steps  on  go”p  of GOP basis.
At the start of each GOP it reinitializes its rnrger  bit allocarion,
and the car ryover  is  d iscont inued af ter  every  spec i f ied “umber  of
GOPs.  Pure requantization  based reduc t ion  [5,7]  i s  inadequate  fo r
larger  downscaling.  t%or  more  wmpression t he  quanticatio”
process further integrates a region based sample fusion
techn ique-bo th  in  time  and  spa t i a l  d imens ions  [ IS ] .

There is another experimental feature in it. For tow  bit-rate
transccding  the object becomes  increasingly important for
perceptual quality I1  II. For  this case,  rate mntrot process assumes
that object information (either by high level  image analysis or
eve” by direct feedback) is available about  the perceptual
significance of the various spatial areas of the video.
Correspondingly, a  tow rate, bits are  the” taken out  selectively
based “n the  ob jec ts .  A ”  a rea  iden t i f i ed  w i th  h igher  s ign i f i cance
is last  10  twse  its bits. I” c”nent  TM-5 the  ncrivizy  parameter
designed t”  “cc”“m  for Human Visual  System (““S)  is

calculated as
simple variance  of
the pixel values.
T h e enhanced
SONET controller
accepts  perceptua l
foveation  da ta .  It
Ca” e x p l i c i t l y
X.Xpt ob jec t
definition from a”
in te r face . Also
recently  w e  ha”.2
in tegra ted a  mot ion
based ob jec t
p rocess ing logic
*Cd”k, which
ext racts ob jec t s
from macro-block
m o t i o n  [t5].  Fig-
3(“) and (b)
respectively show
the d i f fe rence
c rea ted  by  t h i s
scheme for  two
sample frames (on
t he  saec”  more
details appears in
the center.
compare the  face,
the white jaw  tine
of the whale, and
the mne  of the
water). Fmh  the
frames have  same

“umber of bits but the region-wise distributions are different
(regionat  SNR shown in R@(a)  and (b)).

3.22 Comprrre  Afiaprntion
The above mechan isms prov ide  cogn izant  means fo r  enhanc ing
the  r a t e  a d a p t a t i o n  a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  system.  T h e  weralt
comp”tati”“al  task is nevertheless daunting. The first  level  of
adaptation for computation power is offered by the optional
mod””  vecmr  bypass mccbanics.  When sw i tched  to  this  mode,  the
transcoder  can also  extracts the motion v.%~“Ts  (61  from the
incoming  s t ream and  ins tead  o f  full  search ,  uses  them f”  es t ima te
the new motion vectors. Based on the search space specification it
reduces (25.40% computa t ion) .  Because o f  the  ex is tence o f  the
complex f rame dependency,  and  ex is tence o f  the  imra-frames  the
exrraaed  motion vectors ca”““t be used directly. We “se several
transfmms. These processing are  done  in a series of the motion
converter units, which subsdtutes  the m”tio”  estimation ““it of
full l og ic  encod ing .  The  bypassed  mot ion  vecmrs  extracted f rom
the incoming streams are  fed into them. As the original macro
block  da ta  passes  through  t i l i ng ,  tempora l  sub-samp l ing ,  spa t ia l
tiling, and  requantizatio”,  etc. stages, similarly the maion vectors
p ipe though these conveners  t”  match  the  final  macroblock  form

A second  level  o f  complex i ty  adaptat ion is  per formed by “ “o ther
novel  aspect of this system--  computation migration. tf  the
processing power avaitabtelattocated  in a cwrent  network point
becomes inadequate  i f  needed part o f  the lransccding  operat ion
can be further migrated into multiple network nodes. This is
ach ieved a t  sys tems level  to  be  descr ibed  nexf.
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3.3 System Components
The overall system has been architect with a rather unique view so
that the entire transformation (and the associated transcoding
operation) on a video stream during its passages can diffusely take
place on a (active) subnet  rather than on a single network point.
This provides important benefit in resource adaptation. The key to
the design is the modular decomposition of the transcoding
operation-where instead of a single monolithic implementation
we built them as dynamic hyper-linkable capsules with easily
separable data flow optimized concurrent modules. In our current
implementation the main units are (a) GOP-Encoder (GOP-ENC),
(b) decode-demultiplexer (DE-DEMUX) and (c) GOP multiplexer
(GOP-MUX). One ENC-MUX and one GOP-MUX are activated
at the designated sub-net entry and exit points. Multiple instances
of the GOP-ENC units are then kept in a dormant state in
designated active nodes for seamlessness. The GOP-MUX
module senses the resultant frame rate. If the current aggregation
is less than target frame rate, it then initiates signals to activate
dormant GOP-ENC units in the active subnet  to join in. One of
the complex tasks here is the coordination. To keep it manageable
in this experimental implementation we maintain a single Meta-
Controller (MC), which is responsible for user interaction, system
initiation and dismantling and setting up initial boundary state
configurations. All network state information is collected locally,
but is relayed to the MC. MC converts the incoming states into
global states and generates appropriate control signals. Inter
module coordination is performed by two parameter sets. The
local parameters are visible only to individual units and MC. The
global parameters are visible to all units but only the MC can
modify it.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The system such as SONET  will be increasingly useful in splicing
asymmetric network segments, such as the ultra-speed fiber
networks with a wireless segments. A futuristic active SONET
perhaps can be deployed at a router machine splicing network
segments to dynamically downscale high fidelity multimedia data.
The approach demonstrated highlights the resi l ience and
superiority of the knowledge infused video transcoding as
opposed to simple TCP or UDP stream based adaptation (which
has no knowledge about the content and resists congestion only
with network level TCP/IP  header information).

Adaptation is a complex process. The system also demonstrates
adaptation with respect to network computing resource with self-
organization and computation migration. Technology such as Java
has already highlighted the crucial importance of component
portability in the engineering of complex systems. High
performance communicating systems will also have to deal with
core resource asymmetry beyond syntactic heterogeneities for
ultimate ubiquity. In this research we have focused only on
resource adaptive network based systems to function in extreme
environments. Also it is our realization that success in adaptation
comes from cognizance. In this, transcoder we have demonstrated
how knowledge about the network, knowledge about the content
protocol and the knowledge about the content itself can be infused
for pervasive communication. Unfortunately, there is little
support for cognizant adaptation in today’s Internet infrastructure
or in the deployed protocols. A visit to any multimedia site can
reveal the state of the affair. We force, current sites pre-encode
and store multiple copies of the same media one for each popular
rate class (LAN, DSUCable,  56/28.8K  etc.) [12,13,14].  The

idiosyncrasy of the whole arrangement is that we expect the poor
end-user to provide this purely network internal parameter-- the
bandwidth between the server and end-point, who perhaps should
be the last person to answer it! Within the current infrastructure
there is no easy means to extract this information. Perhaps
infrastructure for the cognizant adaptation has to be built from
core if we expect to build applications, which are truly user
friendly and easy to use. The work is currently being funded by
the DARPA research Grant F30602-99-1-0515  under it’s Active
Network initiative.
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